
Wallstreetbets.com
Trade anytime, anywhere, with no middle men.



Today’s trading is  
f lawed. . .
In a time where there's more retail interest in investing 
than any other time in history, the Robinhood / 
Gamestop / Wallstreetbets situation was a stark 
reminder that institution’s facilitating traditional 
trading have massive flaws. 



Instead of trusting these third parties to be better, 
why don’t we just cut them out completely?
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Wallstreetbets.com

An actual  choice. . .
Before Wallstreetbets.com, we would just make some rage memes then get back to 
yolo’ing on OTM calls by sundown. Now, we have an actual choice.



Blockchain technology and more specifically DeFi, have made it possible to have markets 
run by software. No longer must we trust sketchy suits. 



We are now free to trust  alone.transparent code and math



Wallstreetbets.com Vision
The goal of Wallstreetbets.com is to provide access to a 
decentralized exchange where people can trade anything 
they choose without interference from a third party. 



Wallstreetbets.com is:

 Completely owned by the users

 No one profits off of trading fees

 No changes can be made without votes from the 

community (votes are made with a crypto token $WSB

 Built on the Ethereum blockchain based on Uniswap‘S 

proven AMM (automated market maker) methodology
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How Wallstreetbets.com works?

Trade

Earn

Own

Vote

On Wallstreetbets.com you’ll be able to trade all asset pairs offered on the 
platform. On top of that, users will be able to add any asset pair they choose.

Users will earn rewards by helping the platform. By providing liquidity you earn 
rewards and strengthen the exchange in the process.

As you trade on the Wallstreetbets, it’s all done from your own ETH wallet. No 
having to trust a 3rd party for custody.

With the $WSB token you’ll be able to vote on changes to the platform. Want to 
give tokens to some developers to build new stuff? Propose it and vote. Want to 
add memes? Propose it and vote. The platform is owned by YOU, the community.
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Why Wallstreetbets over Uniswap or 
other platforms?
Wallstreetbets.com is designed to be a place where the Wallstreetbets community can trade 
what they want and how they want.

 Uniswaps governance leaves a lot lacking, and gives too much power to the Uniswap founders. We are 
adding a much fairer governance model that gives more power to the community

 We are giving away almost all of the tokens to the community and liquidity providers. THERE IS NO TOKEN 
SALE.  Unlike Uniswap we do not have institutional investors who get tokens before you do

 Liquidity provider rewards. If you add to the platform, you get rewarded

 A dedicated community which will bridge the world of traditional traders with crypto. 
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Tokenomics:

The ethos of Wallstreetbets is to be community 
owned. So often in crypto, the founding team 
retains way too many tokens and influence 
(including Uniswap). To be truly decentralized, 
this cannot happen and is why we’re insistent 
on our fair tokenomics structure: 



1,000,000,000 Total $WSB Token Supply

50.0001% Locked in DAO 25% Liquidity mining program

4.9999% Founders

20% Airdrop
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Governance:

Uniswap’s governance lends itself to almost 
zero proposals or changes led by the 
community. 



We need the WSB community to have a voice, 
which is the reason we’re planning on 
implementing . 
Compound’s model is proven to have more 
participation and active changes. It also makes 
proposals be executable code, where a 
founding team isn’t necessary to execute.

Compound’s governance model
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https://medium.com/compound-finance/compound-governance-5531f524cf68


Future Differentiat ion and Features for 
Wallstreetbets.com

This is a decentralized protocol so the founding team cannot unilaterally add features. 
However, we expect a variety of exciting proposals to be voted in that will make the 
platform exciting and engaging for the WSB audience. 



Here’s a few sample proposals we plan on putting to a vote in the future, in the 
following slides. The possibilities are endless:
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Staking Pools with WSB themed t iers and 
lock up periods:

Examples:



Ape Pool - Lockup Period 3 months  



YOLO Pool - Lockup Period 6 months 



Diamond Hands Pool - Lockup Period 1 year 
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WSB NFT’s -  $WSB needed to purchase


